Our Grove Park Family is faithfully dedicated to restoring dignity,
offering hope and providing comfort

Helping You Prepare
for the Holidays
How will you experience the Holidays this year in the midst of your grief? Whether you choose to celebrate or not, we know it will be difficult and we want to
help! We will be hosting a Bereavement Support Group to assist you in
preparation for the holidays. The details are below.

Fall 2015

We will meet each Tuesday evenings from 6-7:30 for 4 weeks. The dates are
October 27th through November 17th. Each
meeting builds on the former one as we explore the grief process together. We
will meet at our Hospice office at
1353 Grove Park SW (behind the drive thru at Grove Park Pharmacy).

HELP
WANTED:
WE’RE
ALWAYS
IN NEED OF
NEW
VOLUNTEERS.
PLEASE CALL
536-6644
AND ASK
FOR KIM.
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www/groveparkpharmacy.com










What’s one to do?

Send out the holiday cards as usual, trim the list, or elect to
skip this altogether?
Decorate as usual, let others do it for you, have a special
decoration in remembrance of someone, something, etc., or
choose not to decorate at all?
Shop as usual, just give cash instead, shop by internet, or
not shop at all?
Play the music as traditionally as you always have, shop
early before stores turn the music on, or listen to it, have a
good cry, and allow yourself to feel bad?
Attend holiday parties; go to an entirely new place; start a
new tradition,; bake goodies as usual; attend a spiritual
service, or not attend?
Go out for dinner instead of the usual; eat alone; invite
friends over, change location or remain the same?

Keep the following in mind:














Grief can be overwhelming so don’t be surprised by the intensity. Feelings such as anger, depression, guilt, despair,
fear and loneliness, as well as physical symptoms can be
very common during this times of year.
Give permission to someone to grieve. It is usually a difficult time, especially if it’s the first year of loss, so tell them
how to get help.
Read a book about grief, attend a grief support group, or
attend a workshop.
Remember techniques you or others have used before, they
may help you again.
Take some time to be quiet.
Allow others to help you with the workload. Holidays can
be tremendously tiring. Don’t cover up your grief with
business.
Do something special to remember your loved one (light a
candle, offer a prayer, etc.).
Be prepared for correspondence from friends who have not
heard of your loss.
Do something entirely different and fun.

We at Grove Park Hospice wish you and yours a
pleasant and prosperous Holiday season.
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CHAPLAIN’S CORNER
I am available to discuss with you and your family the process of spirituality
in healing from grief and loss. If I can assist you, please call 803-536-6644
or email me at groveparkhospiceken@gmail.com
Ken Hay, Chaplain
Bereavement Care Coordinator

PAIN AND GRIEF

We struggle with grief when someone we love dies. Yet our struggle can even become more
complicated when that person dies in what we believe to be needless pain or unwarranted suffering.
The pain of a loved one can touch us deeply and in so many ways. Even though we cannot
experience or feel that physical pain we suffer as well. We may feel helpless, lost or angry because
we just don’t know what to do And while the pain may end with our loved one’s death, our own
pain may continue long into our grief.
We may wonder if we did everything we should have. Were we too late in contacting hospice?
Should we have advocated more – called the doctor time and time again until he or she finally
offered a prescription that seemed to ease the pain? Or on the contrary: did we do too much?
When Barbara’s brother died she wondered if the family’s emphasis on pain control hastened her
brother’s death.
Sometimes remembering our loved one suffering from pain pierces the already aching grief we feel.
We wonder why the person suffered so. We may rile at the unfairness of it all. It may make us
question our spirituality or harbor anger at God. Tom felt that. When his wife died, he wondered
why she seemed to suffer so much. She was a good woman, he affirmed. She did not deserve this.
We cannot let our regrets, our anger or our confusing emotions fester. We need to address our
issues and concerns. It may help to speak with a physician or nurse. They might be able to answer
any questions we might have about pain management. They may clear up any misunderstandings
we may have and offer real reassurances – perhaps that we overestimated the pain or did whatever
we could. Barbara, for example, was reassured that the pain medication did not hasten her
brother’s death. Rather, it allowed him to die in comfort.
We may need to address our spiritual concerns. Here we may need to talk with an empathetic
clergy of our own faith traditions. That may help us understand the ways that our own faith and
beliefs can speak to us as we struggle with our concerns. We may need to use all the gifts of our
spirituality – our scriptures rituals, prayers and faith communities as we ponder this essential
question of “why do we suffer?”
Books may help too. Both Rabbi Kushner’s “Why Bad Things Happen to Good People” and C. S
Lewis “A Grief Observed” both recount ways they wrestled with these issues as they dealt with loss
and death.
We may need to forgive ourselves. There are never easy answers in caring for someone you love,
and often there are no clear rights and wrongs. Hindsight is always better. We cannot change what
happened in the past, but we can learn from it. Those insights may help us or others in the future.
That, too, is a fitting legacy left by the loved one who died.
Kenneth J. Doka
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Grove Park Hospice
1353 Grove Park NE, P.O.Box 701
Orangeburg, SC 29116

Helpful Bereavement Websites:
http://www.aarp.org/family/lifeafterloss/
http://www.hospicenet.org/html/bereavement.html
http://www.hospicefoundation.org
http://www.griefnet.org
http://goodgrief.org/grief
http://www.hospicehelp.org/events.htm
http://www.tributes.com/grief_recovery_center/index
http://www.griefrecoverymethod.com/about-us

If you have comments, suggestions, or would like to submit a poem or article, please
“Nocontact
one ever
meBereavement
that grief felt
so like
fear.” at Grove Park Hospice Care
Kentold
Hay,
Care
Coordinator
C.S. Lewis
803.536.6644
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